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                            Embark on Your Independent Journey with Flight Centre!

                        

        

    



              
    

  
          
      Leverage our Brand to Build Yours!

      Experienced travel advisors, ready to boost profits, enhance product access, and align with a global brand?


Discover Independent by Flight Centre.


Leverage global brand recognition, tap into exclusive products and pricing, and access top-notch professional support. All while enjoying the freedom to run your own Independent business.


It's the perfect blend of opportunity and autonomy.

          Learn More 
        
       
    

  








              



    

  
    
      Elevate your Agency with Us 

    

  




  
    
            
    
      

      
        

      

    

  

  
    Experienced Travel Agents and Agency Owners: Transform the Travel Industry with Independent Travel Agents. Whether you want to leverage your expertise as your own boss or elevate your agency with enhanced access to products and top-tier commissions, Flight Centre offers recognition, credibility, and valuable resources.
    
           








                          
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
            
Choose The Support Your Business Needs

      
                                    
            For seasoned travel advisors and established agency owners, Independent by Flight Centre offers tailored plans.


Our commitment to your success means our monthly plans include educational packages, professional development services, booking systems, and more valuable features.


What's more, our flexibility extends to product choices, with no penalties for non-preferred options, ensuring your success as an Independent partner.
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Embark on Your Path to Independent Success Today!

      
                        
            
Independent by Flight Centre enables experienced travel advisors to transform their passion for global exploration into a rewarding entrepreneurial career. Experience the attainable path to independence like never before.
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